
Reception’s desk is at disposal  to book ... 
museums, excursions,  trakking trails...
everything!! 
I remind you also that our fabolous  
restaurant is open every day for breakfast 
and dinner!   

These are our landscapes!
The village where the resort is located is called Loro Ciuffenna and has been nominated 
one of the most beautiful villages of our country, ITALIA. Since 1996 the family ownership 
has been giving our Resort a warm and welcoming atmosphere, where our guests can feel 
at home. Its conservative renovation and the strategic position overlooking the waterfall 
of the river Ciuffenna make La Ferriera comfortable and magic. We are situated between 
Arezzo, Florence and Siena, in the heart of tuscan art and tradition.
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And then we have a WINE SHOP open every day 
for wine tasting; we can also organize shipping 
to everywhere! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkUcdrXHBFmmZ5UWvBkW-mA



• On the way back from Florence, we suggest you to have a stop in the 
Luxury Outlet “The Mall” in Leccio, province of Florence. Here you can 
find all the most important fashion brands.

AND MORE IDEAS FOR YOU...
• Cooking Classes: be prepared to roll up your sleeves and learn to 

cook like Tuscan grandmas! 
Prepare and taste everything, 
from appetizers to desserts! Learn the secrets 
of traditional dishes that you will easily re-create 
at home for your friends and family. The cooking 
lesson is suitable for beginners and for those who 
can already cook. 

• Special Ticket comprehensive of: Uffizi Gallery, Pitti 
Palace and Boboli Gardens.

• Horse back riding: not far from La Ferriera, there are 2 
horse farms where we can book for you a nice excursion 

or a riding 
lesson. 

• Excursions on the Pratomagno mountain: 
Loro Ciuffenna is located at the foothills of 
Pratomagno, a mountain of the Appennino. 
You can reach the top where you will find 

a famous giant Cross on foot or by mountain bikes, just after having had a pic.nic while 
enjoying the amazing view of our valley. 

• Don’t forget to ask in Reception where 
you can find the enjoyable local faires, 
especially in summer and fall time. We 
also recommend the Market of Antique 
Forniture that takes place in Arezzo every 
first Sunday of the month. And why not 
Palio in Siena?

• Other special Daily Trip; our guide can 
organize also other type of Tour; Siena and San 
Gimignano plus lunch, Arezzo & Cortona lus 
lunch, Montepulciano & Montalcino or Pienza 
plus lunch and wine tasting, we will decide 
toghether where is better to go!!

The history of La Ferriera started in the middle of 
the 18th Century. The stone arch at the entrance 
of the Residence dates back to 1875. The original 
use of La Ferriera, as the name suggests, was an 
iron factory, where agricultural equipment such 
as spades and ploughs was made. The original 
factory stood where apartment 19 stands today, 
and the original factory chimneys can be seen 
from the roof. The factory was located here to use 
the power of Ciuffenna River.

In 1996, after several years of being 
abandoned, the property was acquired 
by the Rampi family the actual owner 
and building contractors. In one year 
they were able to restore the property 
and convert it into the actual Resort by paying particular attention to maintain original 
characteristics of the building. Today, La Ferriera Resort offers a swimming pool, tennis 
court, laundry room (washing machine, drying machine, iron), reception, private parking 
and a restaurant.
Our Resort is in an excellent location, only 5 minutes walk to the centre of Loro Ciuffenna 
where you can find shops, banks, post office and a bus station. The nearest railway train 
station “Montevarchi-Terranuova” is 15 minutes by car.

RESORT AMENITIES 
• Your accomodation includes linen and towels. Changes of towels and room cleaning will 

be provided two times a week, on Tuesday 
and Thursday.

•   You have a kitchen corner with microwave, 
coffee machine, and utensils. Capsules for 
the coffee machine can be purchased in the 
office.

In the bathrooms you will find soap, 
shampoo, hair dryer and shower.
• Every apartment has satellite television. 

When you arrive, I’ll give you the access 
code for the WIFI which is free for the 
whole week!! Private Parking.

• La Ferriera Resort offers the following 
services: restaurant, enoteca wine shop, 
swimming pool, tennis court, laundry 
room (washing machine, drying machine, 
iron for Euro 8 per load), reception and 
private free parking. 

• Every apt has a ceiling fan.

OTHER INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES!
• We are a GREEN RESORT!!!!!!!!!! Today we are partners of Greenstorm Mobility which 

revolutionized the E-Mobility market. We provide our customers with fully electric 
vehicles and therefore our GREEN concept 
stands for renewable energy. We find ourselves 
in a perfect green corner for outdoor activities 
and, thanks also to our electric machines, our 
customers will be able to arrive in Florence as 
well as in the historic center and in restricted 
traffic areas like no other car.

• Tuscany Wine Tour: Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, everything included from 
09.30 to 06.30pm, AMAZING EXPERIENCE !!!!!!!
Spectacularly beautiful old towns, very ancient 
vineyards and rolling hills that host excellent wineyards 
will be an interesting part of the day, in which you 
can learn their history and the characteristics of the 
main grape varieties.
• Italian Wheels 
Tour in the heels of 

Tuscany: we thought, epecially for you, a vintage tour 
in the heels of Tuscany, starting from Florence at 8:30 
am, where you can choose to drive a fantastic old-style 
Fiat 500 or to ride a vintage Vespa. Led by a guide, you 
will enjoy the beautiful tuscan landscape and at the 
end you’ll have a lunch in a farm house, where you can 
taste local wine and food. 


